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A TRIBUTE TO JOHN JACKSON
Jeffrey S. Lehman*
I first learned about John Jackson from my father. I was trying to
decide where to go to Law School and was discussing the options with
him. When we talked about Michigan he said simply, "Oh, Michigan is
an outstanding school. That is where John Jackson teaches."
I think of those words often in connection with John, for they capture two important truths. First, for many people around the world,
during John's thirty-two years on this faculty, Michigan was John Jackson. And second, to those who knew and admired his work, John's
presence on the faculty was sufficient to make Michigan an outstanding
school.
How did John achieve such stature in the world? How did he become renowned as the creator of the field of international economic
law? I believe that John's unique blend of intellectual temperaments
served him extremely well in that regard.
Some of those temperaments are revealed through the first interactions I remembering having with John after I joined the faculty. It was
the early days of personal computing, and John knew that I had an interest in computers. So he invited me to his office to chat about
technology-in particular about the transition from the 8088 Intel chip
to the 80286.
In the course of this conversation I learned that John was an early
pioneer in the use of e-mail to communicate with colleagues around the
world. And I also learned that he had written a vast array of computer
programs, some in assembler language, so that when he turned on his
computer each morning, it would automatically dial into the university's
mainframe computer, download the day's messages into a date-stamped
text file on his personal computer, and then print the messages out for
John's secretary to file.
To design and implement such a system requires patience. It requires analytical acuity. It requires a tolerance for solitude, and an
appreciation for the satisfactions that come from attending to the details
that few if any others will ever know about.
Those are qualities that are evident in each of John's ten books.
They are the qualities that enabled him to completely master every detail of the laws of international trade. They contributed to that
perfectionism for which John became justly famous.
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To my mind, however, those qualities alone do not fully explain
John's achievements. I believe that the true secret to John's success lies
elsewhere. In his willingness to re-create himself as a scholar in the
presence of new opportunities and challenges.
John was already an established scholar when he became interested
in the GATT. He had already published significant writings in the fields
of constitutional law and contract law when he realized the need for serious academic attention to the global aspects of commerce. While
many might have shied away from the demands of mastering a new
field that lacked an accessible synthesis, John was excited by the opportunity to provide one.
And then, having provided the necessary synthetic understanding
and having established himself as the world's foremost authority on the
subject, John continued to acquire new intellectual tools as the occasion
demanded. Well before most lawyers, he recognized the burgeoning
importance of economic theory to the trade policy debate. And so he
formed intellectual alliances with international economists in order to
ensure that policy could draw sensibly on the insights of theory, without
ignoring critical institutional and cultural variables.
On the occasion of John's assuming emeritus status on our faculty,
the Michigan Journalof InternationalLaw has done itself and our Law
School a great honor in preparing this issue. Many of the contributors
are former students of John's who have gone on to achieve their own
distinction in the world of international trade. Others have worked with
John as intellectual colleagues and collaborators. Together, the collected
writings furnish an enduring testament to a scholar who will, I have no
doubt, continue to re-create himself as new opportunities and challenges
present themselves in the years to come.

